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This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 731015.
VISIT LEADING EU INSTITUTIONS WITH SUPPORT FROM ELEXIS

The ELEXIS trans-national access (TNA) supports researchers and research teams in reaching facilities and lexicographical resources which are not fully accessible online or where a professional on-site expertise is needed to promote knowledge exchange. This access will be facilitated via visit grants.
Institutions and infrastructures to visit

VISIT LEADING EU INSTITUTIONS WITH SUPPORT FROM ELEXIS

The ELEXIS transnational access (TNA) supports researchers and research teams in reaching international and lexicographical research results which are not fully accessible online; it ‐ here a professional on‐site visit is needed to promote knowledge exchange. This access will be supported by travel grants.

The 2nd Call for travel grants is closing soon for a visit during spring October 2023.

Hosting institutions and infrastructures:
- ELEXIS-SL: Jožef Stefan Institute (SI, Slovenia)
- ELEXIS-NL: TNO Language Institute (NL, the Netherlands)
- ELEXIS-AU: OSA (AU, Austria)
- ELEXIS-RO: Institutul de Litere și Humanisme (RO, Romania)
- ELEXIS-IL: The Hebrew University (IL, Israel)
- ELEXIS-DK: Det Danske Sprog- og Litteraturselskab (DK, Denmark) & University of Copenhagen (UCPH, Denmark)
- ELEXIS-DE: Trier Center for Digital Humanities (TCDH, Germany)
- ELEXIS-EE: Institute for Estonian Language (EE, Estonia)
- ELEXIS-ES: Real Academia Española (ES, Spain)

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 731015.
Hosting institutions and Infrastructures

**ELEXIS-SL**: Jožef Stefan Institute (*JSI*, Slovenia)

**ELEXIS-NL**: Dutch Language Institute (*INT*, The Netherlands)

**ELEXIS-AT**: Austrian Academy of Sciences (*OEAW*, Austria)

**ELEXIS-RS**: Belgrade Center for Digital Humanities (*BCDH*, Serbia)

**ELEXIS-BG**: Institute of Bulgarian Language Lyubomir Andreychin (*IBL*, Bulgaria)

**ELEXIS-HU**: Hungarian Academy of Sciences (*RILMTA*, Hungary)

**ELEXIS-IL**: K Dictionaries (*KD*, Israel)

**ELEXIS-DK**: Det Danske Sprog- og Litteratarselskab (*DSL*, Denmark)

& University of Copenhagen (*UCPH*, Denmark)

**ELEXIS-DE**: Trier Center for Digital Humanities (*TCDH*, Germany)

**ELEXIS-EE**: Institute for Estonian Language (*EKI*, Estonia)

**ELEXIS-ES**: Real Academia Española (*RAE*, Spain)
Hosting institutions and Infrastructures

Research Institute for Linguistics
Hungarian Academy of Sciences (RILMTA)

is the leading centre of lexicography and corpus linguistics in Hungary.

It is home to the two flagship resources representing the central mission for both fields:
The Comprehensive Dictionary of Hungarian and the National Hungarian Corpus.

Altogether RILMTA offers the following lexicographic infrastructure for ELEXIS

- the [Comprehensive Dictionary of Hungarian](#)
- the [Hungarian Historical Corpus](#)
- the new [Etymological Dictionary of Hungarian](#)
- the [Hungarian National Corpus v2](#)
Institutions and infrastructures to visit

Det Danske Sprog- og Litteraturselskab (DSL)

provides access to the following resources, tools, infrastructure or research facilities:

Tools

Tools for internal use at DSL, to be used for investigations on Danish texts and dictionaries:
- Corpus tool, statistic tool (Word2Vec model).
- Access to the xml editing system 'ILEX' and the Danish resources which are edited in this system at DSL.

Resources (dictionaries, thesauri, lexicons)

A dictionary, a thesaurus and two computational lexicons for modern Danish sharing sense id numbers.
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Visiting grants:

How many grants?

• 5 calls for visiting grants (one to three weeks visits) will be launched twice a year during the project period amounting to an overall number of 30-40 grants.

When?

• A summer call and a winter call each year
• Next call June 2019, deadline August

What is reimbursed?

• Travel, accommodation and subsistence (per diem)

Obligations for grant holders

• Perform visit and write report on outcomes
Visiting grants:

Who can apply?
Researchers/lexicographers within the EU member states or associated countries

How to apply?
We recommend that the applicant contacts the hosting institution about their project before they apply.
The project application should include:
• a project and time plan
• arguments for why a visit to the particular host infrastructure is relevant for their project
• a budget estimate
Visiting grants:

**Review procedure of application:**
The ELEXIS Selection Committee reviews the applications and notifies the applicants within approximately a month of whether the grant has been obtained.

**Success rate:** 50%
Outcomes see elex.is/category/news/

NEWS
HENRIK KØHLER SIMONSEN, TRAVEL GRANT WINNER

NEWS
ANA DE CASTRO SALGADO, TRAVEL GRANT WINNER

NEWS
IVANA FILIPOVIĆ PETROVIĆ, TRAVEL GRANT WINNER